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Bumpy ride may
not be over
The pandemic may have permanently
changed the way that all of us in the
fresh produce industry do business
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Remote working for much of the past year
has resulted in inefficient practices and
less new business, so crucial projects like
preparing for Brexit have been far from

behaviour.
The events that have occurred since then

optimal. This only adds to the uncertainty.
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before ending with yet more uncertainty.

more evident that retailers were the ones
that would benefit most from the crisis.

So what have we learned? During the first
lockdown period, we saw that citrus is still
considered by consumers to be the
number one fruit when it comes to
fighting any kind of virus. Despite our
efforts in promoting the health benefits of
other types of fresh produce, consumers
turned to citrus like never before. This
resulted in extreme price levels and supply

Indeed, as consumer demand and prices
normalised, the shutdown of restaurants
and

events

left

them

increasingly

dominant. Importers that depended on
non-retail sales struggled – in a low-margin
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industry, losing a significant part of your
revenue is not something from which you
can quickly recover. As a result, the trade
was hit

shortages across the global citrus market.
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Trouble ahead

short-term gain.
The new year will not bring a lot of joy,
either. Brexit in particular threatens to
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